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The independent Golos vote monitor was named a "foreign agent" just before Russia's parliamentary
elections. Mikhail Metzel / TASS

Golos, an independent vote-monitoring movement, was named a “foreign agent” by Russia’s
Justice Ministry in August after receiving a $3 contribution from an Armenian citizen, the
movement's co-chairman Grigory Melkonyants said on Facebook. 

A Russian court denied Golos’ challenge against being designated a “foreign agent,”
explaining that the grounds for the vote-monitoring organization being added to list was two
transfers of “about 200 rubles” ($2.80) from a citizen of ex-Soviet republic Armenia,
Melkonyants said.

The Russian Justice Ministry included Golos, a local organization that observes elections, in
its list of “foreign agents” just weeks before September’s parliamentary elections in a move
widely decried as a ploy to frustrate their efforts to monitor and report on election fraud.

Created in 2000, Golos had notably denounced election rigging in the 2011 parliamentary
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election and the 2012 presidential vote which saw President Vladimir Putin return to the
Kremlin. 

Related article: Independent Russian News Outlets Launch Campaign Against ‘Foreign Agent’
Tags

“Despite the lack of evidence, the court dismissed our claim. We will appeal,” Melkonyants
said in a post. 

Melkonyants disputed the Justice Ministry’s claims, and said that the movement did not even
have a bank account where the transfer could be sent to. He added that he was “discouraged
by the lack of evidence and supporting documents” that the Justice Ministry used as grounds
for the “foreign agent” label. 

The development mirrors other incidents of organizations being designated “foreign agents”
after having received small donations from foreign citizens or people living in other countries.
Last year, the League of Voters non-profit was added to Russia’s “foreign agent” registry
after receiving a transfer of 225 rubles ($3.20) from a Molodvan citizen.

Kremlin critics say authorities are using the “foreign agents” law to silence opposition voices
and independent media. News organizations, NGOs and individuals which are added to the
registry must follow rigorous financial reporting requirements and attach a 24-word foreign
agent disclaimer to every publication, including social media posts.
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